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                                       Steve                                        Murphy                                                             
              Guest: Jane Velez-Mitchell   "Addict Nation"   Website http://addictnation.org      Jane Velez-Mitchell brings her award-winning journalistic talents alongside her own personalperspective for her new book Addict Nation.     Jane is, of course, host of the Headline News, show that bears her name, Issues with JaneVelez-Mitchell, You see her regularly, Commenting on High Profile cases on CNN, on Tru-TVand on E! Network, and she's also a hard hitting non fiction author. Her last book Secrets CanBe Murder, The Killer Next Door probed 21 of the most sinister recent crimes and in each case,showed how leading a double life can put you in prison...and how failing to spot liars can putyou in deadly danger.     She's also the author of her own starkly honest memoir, I Want! My Journey from Addictionand Overconsumption to a Simpler, Honest Life. The perceptions that she outlines in I Want areeven more significant in her new book.     Addict Nation is nothing less than an Intervention for an America that is hooked...not only onIllegal Drugs, and Legal Drugs, but a full spectrum of addictions: Addictions to Fast food,Addictions to the internet, Addictions to violent sports and Violent Entertainment, Porn, and thepursuit of more and more 'Things'. Jane Velez-Mitchell describes how we are buying more andmore "Stuff" we don't need and drowning in debt to do it, while the "Pushers" are makingmillions.     One of the most insidious and expensive addictions that Jane explains is plaguing our nationis the nation's irrational attachment to Incarceration as a solution to multitudes of societalproblems. The knee-jerk "Lock 'Em Up" reaction that keeps getting politicians elected is costingthe nation billions in prison costs, and is inherently unequal, letting poor minorities rot in cells,and the rich and priveleged escape with "Diversions" and "Interventions." There's a better way,and she joins us on Law Business Insider to talk about that.     Hosted by Steve Murphy.   
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